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QUESTION 1

Which three statements are true about dropping and unused columns in an Oracle database? (Choose three.) 

A. A primary key column referenced by another column as a foreign key can be dropped if using the CASCADE option. 

B. An UNUSED column\\'s space is reclaimed automatically when the block containing that column is next queried. 

C. An UNUSED column\\'s space is reclaimed automatically when the row containing that column is next queried. 

D. Partition key columns cannot be dropped. 

E. A DROP COLUMN command can be rolled back 

F. A column that is set to UNUSED still counts towards the limit of 1000 columns per table 

Correct Answer: ADF 

Answer A is RIGHT: Oders is Parent table with PRIMARY KEY ord_no, Order_items is child table which ord_no is
REFERENCE KEY that reference ord_no of Parent table, now drop PRIMARY KEY on Orders by command: ALTER
TABLE orders DROP COLUMN ORD_NO CASCADE CONSTRAINTS; Answer D is RIGHT: ORA-12984: cannot drop
partitioning column Answer F is RIGHT: Unused Columns Count against 1000-column Table Limit Causing ORA-01792
on Compressed Table (Doc ID 2259600.1) and "ORA-01792: Maximum Number Of Columns In A Table Or View Is
1000" AND HIDDEN_COLUMN name is recreated with date and timestamp (Doc ID 2624150.1) 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true about the ORDER BY clause when used with a SQL statement containing a SET
operator such as UNION? (Choose two.) 

A. Column positions must be used in the ORDER BY clause 

B. Only column names from the first SELECT statement in the compound query are recognized 

C. The first column in the first SELECT of the compound query with the UNION operator is used by default to sort output
in the absence of an ORDER BY clause 

D. Each SELECT statement in the compound query must have its own ORDER BY clause 

E. Each SELECT statement in the compound query can have its own ORDER BY clause 

Correct Answer: BC 

select employee_id,last_name "Last Name" FROM employees where employee_id=101 union select employee_id
EMP_NO, last_name from employees where employee_id=113; C is correct. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true regarding Oracle database space management within blocks managed by Automatic
Segment Space Management (ASSM)? (Choose two.) 
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A. PCTFREE defaults to 10% for all blocks in all segments for all compression methods 

B. ASSM assigns blocks to one of four fullness categories based on what percentage of the block is allocated for rows 

C. Update operations always attempt to find blocks with free space appropriate to the length of the row being updated 

D. Insert operations always attempt to find blocks with free space appropriate to the length of the row being inserted 

E. A block will always be eligible for inserts if the row is short enough to fit into the block 

Correct Answer: BD 

Characteristics of Bitmap Segment Management 

Bitmap space management uses four bits inside each data block header to indicate the amount of available space in the
data block. Unlike traditional space management with a fixed relink and unlink threshold, bitmap space managements
allow Oracle to compare the actual row space for an INSERT with the actual available space on the data block. This
enables better reuse of the available free space especially for objects with rows of highly varying size. Here are the
values inside the four-bit space: 

1. 

Value Meaning 

2. 

0000 Unformatted Block 

3. 

0001 Block is logically full 

4. 

0010 25% but 50% but 75% free space 

Table 1: Bitmap value meanings. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three statements are true about GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLES? (Choose three.) 

A. A TRUNCATE command issued in a session causes all rows in a GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE for the issuing
session to be deleted. 

B. GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE rows inserted by a session are available to any other session whose user has been
granted select on the table. 

C. GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE space allocation occurs at session start. 

D. Any GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE rows existing at session termination will be deleted. 

E. A GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE\\'S definition is available to multiple sessions. 

F. A DELETE command on a GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE cannot be rolled back. 
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Correct Answer: ADE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

The INVOICE table has a QTY_SOLD column of data type NUMBER and an INVOICE_DATE column of data type
DATE. 

NLS_DATE_FORMAT is set to DD-MON-RR. 

Which two are true about data type conversions involving these columns in query expressions? (Choose two.) 

A. CONCAT (qty_sold, invoice_date) : requires explicit conversion 

B. invoice_date = \\'15-march-2019\\' : uses implicit conversion 

C. invoie_date > \\'01-02-2019\\' : uses implicit conversion 

D. qty_sold BETWEEN `101\\' AND \\'110\\' : uses implicit conversion 

E. qty_sold = `0554982\\' uses implicit conversion 

Correct Answer: DE 

A is false cause CONCAT doesn\\'t require explicit conversion. 

B is false cause it gives to me error ORA-00933 is not the correct format (should be 15-MAR-2019) 

C is false cause the month is not valid 
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